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  IR We give necessary and sucient
conditions in order for this functional to be a quaside	nite functional In such a situation we
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Furthermore we deduce a relation between the corresponding Jacobi matrices as well as the









x outside of the closed contour 
 containing
the origin and the dierence between the new polynomials and the classical ones inside 

  Introduction
In this paper we will study a generalization of the Bessel polynomials 	 
	 which results when we per











  IR If M

  the corresponding sequence of orthogonal polynomials has been
studied by E Hendriksen 	 in the framework of rational approximation and by F Marcellan and P
Maroni 	 in the theory of semiclassical orthogonal polynomials There the corresponding second
order dierential equation is deduced
When M
 
  and M

  a general theory is introduced in 	 but unfortunately only one example
based in Hermite polynomials is considered







x is analyzed There the authors study asymptotic properties of the related
orthogonal polynomials the distribution of their zeros the hypergeometric representation and the
second order dierential equation that such polynomials satisfy
In 	 the bounded case is studied ie the perturbation of the Jacobi moment functional in the form































give necessary and sucient conditions in order for U to be a quasidenite moment functional In such















 the threeterm recurrence relation the second

q y y p p y
The interest of the Besseltype orthogonal polynomials is twofold
First they are related with a quasidenite moment functional As a consequence positivity does
not play the main role as in the standard cases Thus the existence of a sequence of orthogonal
polynomials is not guaranteed
Second it is well known that zeros of orthogonal polynomials are eigenvalues of a Jacobi symmetric
matrix Now the real symmetry is lost and the properties of zeros change very much in the sense that
a new distribution appears
The structure of the paper is as follows In Section  we list some of the main properties of the classical
Bessel polynomials which will be used later on In Section  we dene the generalized polynomials
and nd some of their properties In Section  we obtain the representation of the generalized Bessel
polynomials in terms of the hypergeometric functions In Section  we obtain an asymptotic formula
for these polynomials and in Section 
 we establish their quasiorthogonality Finally in Sections
 and  we obtain the threeterm recurrence relation that such polynomials satisfy as well as the
corresponding Jacobi matrices
 Bessel polynomials







useful to obtain the generalized polynomials orthogonal with respect to the quasidenite moment
functional see Eq  below All the formulas and properties for the classical Bessel polynomials
can be found in 
	 and 	 In this work we will use monic polynomials ie polynomials with leading
coecients equal to 
The Bessel polynomials are the polynomial solution of the second order linear dierential equation












 	x   x 	 

n
 nn  

They are orthogonal with respect to the quasidenite moment functional L
 




 on the linear space IP of polynomials with real coecients dened by
 L
 






zdz P   IP 
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 n       




































the kernels of the Bessel polynomials as well as their derivatives with respect to x and y respectively





































































































































          k   
 k

 k      






























































































































































 The denition and orthogonal relation
Let L
 






the monic Bessel orthogonal poly
nomial sequence MOPS with respect to L
 



















 P   IP 
Proposition 	 The perturbed moment functional L

is quasidenite if and only if the determinant
of the matrix IK
n
















































 n  
Proof Assume L
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be the MOPS with respect to L

 Then




















































































































































































































































x n   
Then we can nd the coecients a
nk





































































































































































































If we use the decomposition  and substitute the coecients a
nj
according to  we obtain an






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 n  

When n   since  L

   L
 










































If we get det IK

  then  holds also for n   Thus from  it follows by induction that
det IK
n








































































































































































































































































































































































 if   j  n 
















 Representation as hypergeometric series






x in terms of the





















































































































































































n n  




























































































Now we will prove the following proposition






x is up to a constant factor a generalized


















































are the solutions of the quadratic
equation in k see formula  below and they are in general complex numbers In the case when
for some i    
i
is a negative integer number we need to take the analytic continuation of the
hypergeometric series 
 can be considered as a generalization of the representation of the Bessel polynomials as hyperge
ometric series
Proof

















































Taking into account that the expression inside the quadratic brackets is a polynomial in k of degree 
and denoting it 
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 i    are the solutions of the quadratic equation in k see













































































nn n  n n  n  

which by using the denition  is nothing else but the hypergeometric representation 
 Some Asymptotic Formulas
In this section we will study some asymptotic formulas for the generalized Bessel polynomials More









x outside of the closed contour  containing the origin and the
dierence between the new polynomials and the classical ones inside  To obtain the rst one we





























































































Now using the asymptotic formula for the Gamma function see  formula 
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 n



























n     n























































































Finally from the asymptotics of the Bessel polynomials 





























 z   ICnfg



































































where z   ICnfg   Int 
The dierence between the new polynomials and the classical ones when z is inside of the closed






























































where cxn dxn are polynomials of bounded degree in x with coecients depending on n




















































Analogously if we take derivatives in 





















































































































   


Expanding the determinant in 






































































































































































































































































































































































The explicit expression for the coecients in 
 has been obtained by using the algorithm developed




equal to zero we recover from the above expressions
the SODE for the classical Bessel polynomials














  n   ie L







































































































 k     n   are real coecients Taking the indenite inner product   associated
with the functional L


















































 m     n  
Since the determinant of the the above linear system in C
n
k
is dierent from zero it is basically the
Gram determinant of order n   for the indenite inner product 
 see  Section  pages
	 then we deduce that C
n
k









































































  Then comparing the coecients of x
n
in the two hand




















it is sucient to evaluate  in






   n  






we can use the representation


















































see formula   Doing some algebraic













denotes the coecient of x
n



















































































In this section we will study the quasiorthogonality of the generalized Bessel polynomials as well as









































































































































































x   k  n 

 Some properties of the zeros











x for n large enough
Lemma 	 Kakeya 










be a polynomial of degree n with positive coef



























































































 for n large enough
is positive
























Then the following proposition holds
Proposition  If L








for n large enough are located inside the unit circle
Proof
 The statement is a consequence of the previous Lemma and the asymptotic relation  In
fact by using the representation 








































x in terms of B
 
n




























































        
a



























































































denote the column vectors of  respectively

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Taking into account that T
n
is a lower triangular matrix we deduce that the product matrix has the
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